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NetPen is the simplest
whiteboard collaboration tool
for a local network (LAN) or
the Internet. It uses point-

and-click for image
manipulation. Use color and
shape fill to fill in images.
Easy to edit, plus multiple
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items to start drawing at the
same time. Just point your
mouse and draw with NetPen.
You can copy and paste images
between NetPen whiteboards on
the same computer. Download
NetPen.jar and place it in
your PATH environmental

variable; ie, put it on your
"Desktop" (see path

definitions below). Start the
NetPen Console and press

CTRL+ALT+P for the command-
line prompt. NetPen supports
UNIX and NT. It works on all
modern operating systems.
Windows 98 and Windows 2000
are not supported. See the
sample.pen files in the
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netpen/examples folder for
more information. There is no
code or programming required
to use NetPen. Just download,

install and use. No
programming is required. How

to setup NetPen on your
machine NetPen is distributed
in many different ways: You
can download the NetPen as
one complete.jar file from

the netpen home page. You can
download the NetPen console
as a single.jar file. You can
download the NetPen console
as a bundle of files, which
include the NetPen server and

NetPen client. You can
install the NetPen console
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from the.jar file as an
unzipped distribution. You
will need the following to
install NetPen: Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) or Java
Runtime Environment (JRE)

Runtime Environment 6 Update
3 or later. Internet

connection, either through a
modem or directly to the

Internet NetPen has a built-
in whiteboard which can be

used for any purpose. To use,
start NetPen Console, click

on File and select New
Whiteboard from the menu that
appears. Click the Browse

button and open the file that
you wish to use as your new
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whiteboard. Click the Open
button to choose a name for
the new whiteboard and click
OK. Now you can click the
File menu and select Edit

(additional tool
buttons)->Inspect Whiteboard.

The whiteboard that you
created should be displayed
in the Inspector, click on it
and check the box to the left
of the name of the board you

NetPen Free Download PC/Windows

"NetPen is whiteboard that
multiple people can draw and
manipulate simultaneously

over the network. With NetPen
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you and your friends can
create various drawings in
the same time on the same
board. Here are some key

features of "NetPen": · Any
drawn element can be set to
fade · It uses a simple

client/server model, only one
port is used · Any number of
clients can connect to a host
· Allows many pen colors and
shape color fills · Text can
be in any font, just point
the mouse and type · Users
can add images either by

pasting (CTRL+V or CTRL+INS)
or Edit->Load · Images can be
loaded either locally or from

remote servers · The
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background color can be
changed from Edit Menu ·

Objects can be brought to the
front or sent to the back
using Edit from the menubar
or CTRL+F/CTRL+B · Erase by
using the Eraser or hit the
delete key · A grid can be
toggled on or off using the
Grid Control · Intelligent
use of Bandwidth · "Smart
Mouse" drawing · Multiple

pages · Texture widths can be
set via the scroll wheel or ·
Page zero is not saved or
transmitted, it is an icon
repository · Negative pages
are used as a drawing staging

aread and are not
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transmitted, but they are
saved. · Objects can be

locked in place (indicated by
the red border) using CTRL+L
as a toggle. · A refresh

button has been added on the
toolbar just in case a client
becomes out of sync with the
server. · Double Clicking

a.pen file will now open up a
NetPen whiteboard on that
file · The mouse wheel can
now alter selected objects
Requirements: · Java Runtime

EnvironmentJava Runtime
Environment 6 Update 3" Read
the Online Changelog for all
the changes in the latest
versions... Version 1.2.0
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Added: · Printing support for
several printers (cups) and a
default printer (firefox) ·
Drawing now works in offline

mode · Drawing is now
exported as screen shot ·
Graphics editor can now be
minimised by pressing CTRL+M
· Added the possibility to
export an image to a file

when the paint is finished. ·
Added the possibility to

select entire columns or rows
when erasing. · Improved

drawing performance. · Added
an icon to indicate if an

image is being drawn.
b7e8fdf5c8
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NetPen 

How to get your NetPen and
ready your whiteboard 1.
Install java and NetPen The
most difficult is to install
NetPen, and it requires the
following: $ java -jar
netpen-0.0.3.jar -d 2. Save
a.pens file to your computer
You should create a.pen file
to your computer, after you
have installed NetPen, it
will save a.pen file in the
save directory. 3. Connect to
NetPen server This step is so
easy, just open up a browser
and connect to the server,
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you must get your IP address
from your computer using the
IP listner. 4. Choose a pen
color There will be 4 pen
colors when you install
NetPen, you can choose to use
a pen color to you mood, it
is easy to change, just click
on the pen color box. 5.
Start draw You can start to
draw on NetPen whiteboard by
using CTRL+P. 6. Create pens
To create a new pens, you can
use Command+P (Mac), Ctrl+P
(Win), just click on the pen
button, and click "New".
Before you save or open a
whiteboard, NetPen will show
you previews, you should
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always save a Whiteboard when
you edit any pens. 7.
Previous page You can get to
the previous page by using
Command+Left Arrow (Mac),
Ctrl+Left Arrow (Win). 8.
Next page You can get to the
next page by using
Command+Right Arrow (Mac),
Ctrl+Right Arrow (Win). 9.
Erasing To erase a pen, you
can erase it by using
Command+Erase (Mac),
Ctrl+Erase (Win), it will
erase the pen. 10. Remeber to
save a whiteboard You should
save a whiteboard using
CTRL+S (Mac), Ctrl+S (Win)
for long drawing time,
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otherwise you'll loose pen.
NOTE: You need to be logged
into the Google account you
used to install NetPen and
save the whiteboard before
you can actually use it.
4.3.2. NetPen Mobile NetPen
Mobile is the mobile version
of NetPen. NetPen Mobile uses
Wi-Fi. Like NetPen you can
select colors and shapes
using the Pointer, or use the
keyboard to enter text. More
features include a drawing
journal, up to 8 pens at one
time, drag an object from

What's New In?
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NetPen is an artistic tool
for multi-user whiteboards on
the web. NetPen is a simple
multi-user whiteboard client-
server drawing tool that
users can share over the
network and access from any
web browser at anytime. As
with other tools, it is
similar to other products
like Google Earth, and uses a
client/server model with a
single port being used.
NetPen is designed to be used
by a group of people
collaborating on any creative
endeavor from sketching to
home projects. Whether its a
final product for the web, or
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a set of sketches for a
client, whatever the drawing
the purpose it is always the
same; the functionality will
need to be scalable and
easily reusable. Clients
connect to the host to either
be displayed in a window or
to be added to the
"Tombstone" list of
previously rendered
whiteboard pages. Once
connected clients can use
familiar tools such as lines,
circles, rectangles, text and
texture to make whatever they
want on the whiteboard. Any
object that is made can be
set to be either transparent
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or opaque. This is handled by
selecting the object and
clicking a button to toggle
between the two modes. Anyone
using the whiteboard at the
same time can see and
interact with what any other
user is drawing. This
interaction is handled in the
client/server by sending
graphical data to the server
and the client reconstructing
these objects when it
receives them. If a user or
client is deselected or exits
the whiteboard, the server
and client will handle this
information and remove it
from the whiteboard. A
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"server" object with the
"server" tag will always
remain in the first rendering
position. This is so the
users can manipulate the
"server" and not disrupt any
of the other objects. NetPen
can also receive images from
a remote image server and
display them on the
whiteboard. This is handled
in the client by setting the
"attached" flag on the server
object to either be "true" or
"false". When a new
"attached" image is added to
the server, it will add that
image to the "Tombstone"
list. This list can then be
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inspected at any time to add
or remove them to the server.
This process happens whenever
the server is resized or is
made visible to other
clients. Once the image has
been retrieved by the client,
the server object can no
longer be interacted with.
Currently the image server is
only able to handle image
load, pasting and deleting.
NetPen white
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System Requirements:

For more information about
installing the game and how
to optimize your gameplay
experience, please see the
following article: For the
game to run at its best, you
will need to install the
latest NVIDIA drivers
(Version 378.54 or higher).
NOTE: Steam users will need
to opt-in to the NVIDIA beta
program to get the latest
drivers. For more information
about opt-in to the NVIDIA
beta program, please see the
following article:
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